
Deep in an Indian jungle, a tiger called Shere Khan went out to hunt. Tigers usually do not hunt humans 
but this one was lame and would hunt anything slow or young, even children! Shere Khan saw people 
sitting around a fire. In the same forest, lived a family of wolves. Father Wolf was about to go out to  
hunt too as wolves hunt in the evening. Read on to find out what happened next.

The purr grew louder, and ended in the full-throated cry of the tiger’s charge. Then there 
was a howl—an untigerish howl—from Shere Khan. 

“He has missed,” said Mother Wolf. “What is it?”

Father Wolf ran out a few paces. He heard Shere Khan muttering and mumbling angrily 
as he tumbled about in the scrub. “The fool has had no more sense than to jump at a 
woodcutter’s campfire, and has burned his feet,” said Father Wolf. 

Suddenly, the bushes rustled a little in the thicket, and Father Wolf got ready for his 
leap. He leaped before he saw what it was he was jumping at. Then he tried to stop 
himself. The result was that he shot up straight into the air for four or five feet, landing 
almost where he left ground.

“Man!” he snapped. “A man’s cub. Look!” 
Directly in front of him, holding on to a low 
branch, stood a naked brown baby who 
could barely walk. He looked up into  
Father Wolf’s face, and laughed.

“Is that a man’s cub?” said Mother Wolf.  
“I have never seen one. Bring it here.”

charge the action of rushing forward to attack somebody

scrub small bushes and trees

rustle the sound of leaves moving or rubbing together

thicket a group of bushes growing closely together

1 Mowgli the Frog
Adapted from The Jungle Book, by Rudyard Kipling
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 A. Answer these questions.

 1. Shere Khan ‘was furious from the pain of his burned feet’. How did he burn his paws?

 2. Which quality of the baby impressed both Father and Mother Wolf?

 3. ‘The tiger’s roar filled the cave with thunder.’ What does ‘thunder’ mean here?

 4. How would the villagers have taken revenge had the baby been harmed?

 5. What did Mother Wolf say the baby would do when it grew up?

 B. Think and answer.

 1. Father Wolf ‘shot up straight into the air for four or five feet, landing almost where he 
left ground’. Why? What did he do after that?

 2. Why was Shere Khan angry? 

 3. How did Father Wolf know that Shere Khan would not be able to attack them?

 4. Why were Father and Mother Wolf angry with Shere Khan?

 5. From this story what can you tell about the importance of the pack to the wolves?  

 6. Write three qualities of Mother Wolf. Give examples from the story.

Question Time

 C. Here are some words used to describe if someone is speaking softly or loudly.
whimpered whispered mumbled shouted exclaimed screamed  muttered

  Look up their meanings in the dictionary. Put them in the correct row.

Words in Use

Read these words.

woodcutter moonlight campfire uphill firefly bedroom breakfast  
dining room dining table ice cream cell phone post office swimming pool

These words are examples of two words used together to create a new word with a new meaning 
different from those of the two original words.

Loud

Soft

When two or more words come together to make a new word with a new meaning, the new 
word is called a compound word.
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 G. Listen, and write if the following statements are true or false.

 1. The Jungle Book is a poem.

 2. The Jungle Book is about how Mowgli was 
brought up by wolves.

 3. The mother has not read the book.

 4. Bagheera was a black tiger. 

 5. Baloo was a big bear.

 6. The leopard sang the song of the Bandar-log.

 H. Match. Then write the lines in the correct order to form a paragraph.

Listen and Learn

Let's Write

1. Years ago, some woodcutters were and cooking on a fire.

2. Their wives were chopping vegetables off their donkeys’ backs.

3. Babies were sitting around a fire in the 
forest.

4. The men were taking chopped wood in fear.

5. Suddenly, a tiger roared in a playing around their 
mothers.

6. Everyone froze and everyone screamed 
and ran.

7. Some babies thicket behind the camp.

8. Then the tiger jumped on the fire a little boy ran straight into 
the jungle.

9. Unknown to his parents, started wailing.
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 C. Complete the sentences by adding the correct prefix to the words in brackets.

 1. Why do you look so , child? Are you lost? (happy)

 2. Be polite, Romit. Do not ! (behave)

 3. The team that wins the  reaches the final. (final)

 4. The  driver kept honking. (patient)

 5. Keep working hard. Nothing is . (possible)

 6. Our flag has three colours, so it is called the . (colour)

 7. Don’t  your teachers, Mary. (obey)

 8.   the truck. (load)

 9. Father’s  is ill. He is in hospital. (worker)

 10. Santa Claus will not deliver his gifts before . (night)

Idioms

Sometimes a group of words together means something very different from what the words in the 
group would normally mean. These groups of words are called idioms.

For example, the towns of Osaka and Kyoto are as different as chalk and cheese. ‘As different as chalk 
and cheese’ means ‘completely different from each other’.

Let us look at more such examples.

build castles in the air make plans that are not likely to come true 

cry over spilt milk
waste time worrying about something that has happened and that 
you cannot do anything about

raining cats and dogs raining heavily

a piece of cake a thing that is very easy to do

hold your horses
used to tell someone to wait for a moment and not act  
without thinking

telling tall tales saying things that are not likely to be true and are hard to believe

on cloud nine extremely happy or excited
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 K. Write the sentences in the correct order to form a paragraph.

  Next, I put my toys in my bag.

  First, I packed food in a big basket. 

  Finally, Mom, Dad and I went out for a picnic in the park.

  Then, we put our things in the car.

  We decided to go for a picnic.

 I. Change the words in colour to make new sentences. One has been done for you.

 1. A dog chased the cat. 

 2. A tiger roared in the jungle.

 3. The magician pulled a rabbit out of his hat.

 4. He is the captain of the basketball team.

 5. Our teacher gave us a test.

 6. The truck stopped on the highway.

 7. The class monitor is absent today.

A girl fed the cat.

Let's Write

 J. Rewrite these paragraphs. Replace the words in colour with the groups of words below.

need to stay moist at the same time took short breaks at they would meet by chance 
spread across before long started summit at last tired glad

The Osaka frog and the Kyoto frog started on their journeys 
simultaneously. Soon their paths would cross. On the way 
they stopped at ponds, ditches and even large puddles, 
because frogs cannot stay dry for too long. 

 Soon they reached a high hill. They began 
hopping up from opposite directions. Dense 
forests covered the hill. 

 Finally, as they reached the top of the hill, 
they saw a large, clear pool of water. The weary 
travellers, the Osaka frog and the Kyoto frog, 
were happy to reach the pool. 

 L. Write a paragraph about getting ready for school. Use ‘first’, ‘next’, ‘then’ and ‘finally’ in 
the correct order.
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Puppy and I
A A Milne

I met a man as I went walking; 

We got talking, man and I. 

“Where are you going to, Man?” I said 

(I said to the man as he went by). 

“Down to the village, to get some bread. 

Will you come with me?”  

“No, not I.”

I met a horse as I went walking; 

We got talking, horse and I. 

“Where are you going to, Horse, today?” 

(I said to the horse as he went by). 

“Down to the village to get some hay. 

Will you come with me?”  

“No, not I.”

I met a woman as I went walking; 

We got talking, woman and I. 

“Where are you going to, Woman, so early?” 

(I said to the woman as she went by). 

“Down to the village to get some barley. 

Will you come with me?” 

“No, not I.”

I met a puppy as I went walking; 

We got talking, puppy and I. 

“Where are you going this nice fine day?” 

(I said to the puppy as he went by). 

“Up to the hills to roll and play.” 

“I’ll come with you, Puppy,” said I.

3
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Once there was a proud and foolish king. He loved to wear new clothes. One day, two tailors came to 
his court. They said they could make clothes that only the wise could see! The king asked them to make 
a set of clothes for him. 

 A few months later, the tailors brought the clothes and 
helped the king put them on. The king couldn’t see the 
clothes, but he didn’t say so, because then the tailors 
would think he was foolish! 

 The king went for a walk. People were surprised to see 
the king without his clothes. But everyone knew that if 
they said that they could not see the new clothes, others 
would think them foolish. 

 Suddenly a child shouted, “Where are the king’s clothes?” and started laughing. Everyone laughed 
with him. The king ran back to his palace. He was no longer proud and he became a good ruler.

 Here is the story of another foolish king. Read what he did in his false pride.

Long ago, there lived a proud and foolish king. He 
wanted to become the best king in the world.

Pacing up and down his room one night, he 
looked out of his window and saw the moon. He 
decided that he would become the first man to 
touch the moon!

He summoned the royal carpenter and said,  
“I want you to build a really tall tower. It must reach 
up into the sky. I want to touch the moon!”

Warm Up

summon order someone to appear

4 The King Who Wanted 
to Touch the Moon

A Caribbean folk tale 
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 A. Mark true () or false ().

 1. The king wanted to be the first man to touch the moon. 

 2. The king ordered his carpenter to build a long ladder. 

 3. People did not give their boxes to the king. 

 4. Every tree in the kingdom was chopped down to make boxes. 

 5. The tower tumbled down as the carpenter pulled out the box 
from the bottom.

 B. Number these sentences in the right order.

   The royal carpenter ordered the soldiers to stack up the wooden boxes.

   The king asked the royal carpenter to build a tall and sturdy tower. 

   As the carpenter tugged at the box with all his might, the tower came crashing down.

   The king stretched his hand to touch the moon, but he couldn’t quite get there.

   The king ordered his soldiers to bring every wooden box they could find.

   The king ordered the royal carpenter to send up a box from the bottom of the pile.

   The king climbed up to the top of the tower.

 C. Answer these questions.

 1. “I want you to build a really tall tower. It must reach up into the sky.” 
a. Who said this? To whom? 
b. Why did the tower have to be so tall?

 2. Why did the king ask his men to chop down all the trees in his kingdom?

 3. Which sentence in the story shows that the tower was very high?

Question Time

 D. Think and answer.

 1. Which actions of the king show that he was a foolish man?

 2. There’s a Chinese proverb, “When a king makes a mistake, all the people suffer.”  
How does this story show this?
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He huffed and puffed until at last he reached the top of the tower.

First there was a creak, then a crack. Then with a mighty rumble, the tower 
came down in a heap. 

The words in colour tell us about sounds. Here are a few more examples.

bang to hit something, making a loud noise

clatter the loud sound of hard things knocking against each other

creak sound sometimes made by a door when it is opened or by 
  a wooden floor when someone steps on it

crack to make a sharp sound as when an eggshell is broken

crash a loud sound when something falls or breaks

rumble to make a long deep sound or many sounds

rustle the sound of leaves or sheets of paper rubbing against each other

screech loud high noise that is unpleasant

squelch a sucking sound, as when one walks on soft, wet ground

twang a sound made when a tight string is pulled and then released

Words in Use

 E. Tick the right words.

 1. Girish released the arrow with a twang / creak.

 2. Hamida pulled out her boots from the mud with a bang / squelch.

 3. The old man remembered how the circus trainer used to crack / squelch his whip. 

 4. The car rumbled / screeched to a halt in front of our house.

 5. The rusty door creaked / rumbled on its hinges as I pushed it open.

 6. The plastic plate fell and rustled / clattered on the stone floor.

 7. James banged / creaked his fist on the table, in his anger.

 8. The glass aquarium fell with a loud crash / squelch. 

 9. I am so hungry my stomach is crashing / rumbling.

 10. I heard the rustle/ crash of leaves in the wind.
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Past perfect tense

The workmen had turned every plank into a box. Yet, the king ran out of boxes to stand upon.

The carpenter was sleepy as he had not slept well at night.

When two actions take place in the past, we use the past perfect tense to show which happened first. 
In the past perfect tense, had or had not is used with the past participle of the main verb.

A word formed from a verb is its participle. For example, the present participle of talk is talking, the 
past participle of talk is talked. Most verbs add -ed in the simple past tense and past participle forms.

 simple present simple past past participle 
  cook cooked cooked 
  play played played

The past tense form of some verbs is different from their past participle form.

 F. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. Add a helping verb before 
the main verb, where required. The first one has been done for you.

 1. I  to swim next year. (learn)

 2. As you can see, we are busy  vegetables. (chop)

 3. They  up the garden when it started raining. (dig)

 4. Rohan  back from school when I met him. (walk)

 5. We  the match next Sunday. (watch)

 6. Sunita  against hope that she will win. (hope)

 7. Sreeja and Ravi  married soon. (get)

 8. Wajid  hard to finish the project today. (work)

 9. My aunt  when her purse was stolen. (sleep)

 10. My cousins  to play the piano these days. (learn)

will learn

Base form Past tense Past participle

begin began begun

eat ate eaten

fly flew flown

go went gone

Base form Past tense Past participle

see saw seen

take took taken

wear wore worn

write wrote written
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Discuss with your classmates: When do we cry? 
We cry when

 we hurt ourselves
 we are angry
 something is not the way we want it to be
 we are sad
 we lose something

One day, old Mrs Chang got a letter. It was from her son Chen, who lived in a town far 

away. She could not read, so she waited in front of her house for someone to come by 

and read out the letter to her.

After some time, Warrior Wen came by, swinging his beautifully carved staff. Old 

Mrs Chang stopped him and said, “O brave warrior, could you do me a favour? Please 

read out this letter from my son.” 

Warm Up

staff long stick

5 The Three Wailers
Based on a Chinese folk tale 

I cry when…

I cried last… Sometimes  
I cry because…

I cry if…
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